INTRODUCTION

Schedule Overview
Partial Land Interest General Program Administration

Administrative History
The schedule covers program administration records related to partial land interest acquisitions, such as mineral or water rights interests on lands.

Overall Recommendation
I recommend approval of the attached schedule.

APPRAISAL

Item 0001: Partial Land Interest General Program Administration
Program administrative records and correspondence related to the partial land interest acquisition program. Records also include unconsummated (discontinued/dropped) cases that were not conveyed. Partial Land Interests case files remain scheduled by N1-95-10-10, item 47.

Proposed Disposition: Temporary.

Appropriateness of Proposed Disposition: Appropriate.

Appraisal Justification:
* Has little or no research value.
* Does not document significant actions of Federal officials.

Adequacy of Proposed Retention Period(s): Adequate from the standpoint of legal rights and accountability.

Media Neutrality: Approved.
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